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Volatile budgets and the late veneer
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The late veneer hypothesis was proposed to explain the
budgets of refractory highly siderophile elements (HSEs) in
the bulk silicate Earth (BSE) [1], which are too abundant to be
in equilibrium with core-forming metallic liquids at low
pressures. It was argued that they were added in chondritic
proportions after the core formed. It has also been proposed
that Earth’s volatiles were added as part of this veneer after
the Moon forming Giant Impact [e.g. 2]. However, a late
veneer does not explain Earth’s volatiles. The similarities in
moderately siderophile elements [3] and identical isotopic
compositions of Si [4] and W [5] in the BSE and Moon
provide evidence that terrestrial core formation and accretion
were limited following the Giant Impact [6]. For example, a
veneer of ordinary chondrites [7] would need to be <0.3±0.3%
to be consistent with W isotopes [6]. The H/C/N ratios of the
BSE (including all surface budgets) are strongly non
chondritic. The estimated BSE H/N is 45 whereas carbonacous
chondrites have H/N <15 [8]. If Earth’s N was contributed by
a CI chondritic veneer, more than 70% of the H would need to
be accreted from an additional source [8] requiring that major
portions of Earth’s volatiles predate any putative chondritic
late veneer. Earth’s Ne, Ar and Kr are also too abundant to be
explained with a chondritic veneer. Cometary ices do have
enriched Ar relative to major volatiles [9]. This would explain
Earth’s heavy noble gases but with amounts that are too small
to also explain the H, C and N [8]. A more likely scenario is
that after incorporation of early Solar components, Earth
acquired most of its volatiles during main stage accretion.
This included noble gases, in roughly chondritic proportions,
with some fractionation from amorphous ices. A mechanism is
required that will also fractionate the BSE’s H, C and N from
each other, as well as deplete them relative to noble gases.
Possibilities for this are losses to space and partitioning into
Earth’s core before and / or during the Giant Impact [8,10].
However, a volatile rich late veneer does not readily explain
the data.
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The ratio of deuterium (2H) to hydrogen (1H) in the Earth’s
atmosphere has changed over geological time. The lighter
hydrogen isotope (1H) is preferentially lost to space via Jeans
(thermal) escape, hence the atmosphere slowly becomes
relatively enriched in deuterium and the 2H/1H ratio increases.
To measure the initial 2H/1H ratio of the Earth we must sample
a reservoir that has been totally isolated from surface
processes.
Plate tectonics is known to drag surface water down into
the upper mantle, but primitive areas of the lower mantle may
be isolated from this circulation, hence uncontaminated by
surface hydrogen [1,2].! Certain mantle plumes, such as those
that formed the Hawaiian Islands, Iceland, and Baffin Island,
appear to have tapped into primitive, un-degassed, deep
mantle sources, as evidenced by helium isotope ratios in rock
samples from these regions [2,3]. Therefore, 2H/1H analyses of
hydrous melt inclusions from erupted lavas at these sites could
give an accurate value for the Earth’s primordial water.
However, oxygen isotope data suggest that some
contamination from crustal material does occur in areas where
the crust is thick (e.g., Iceland and Baffin Island) [4].
Therefore, comparisons between oxygen and hydrogen isotope
data should be made for samples from these areas.
We are currently measuring the 2H/1H and 18O/16O ratios in
pristine olivine melt inclusions and glasses from numerous
Icelandic and Baffin Island basaltic units [5,6]. A number of
these units contain some of the highest 3He/4He ratios
currently measured worldwide, indicating a primitive deep
mantle origin [2,6]. Others have lower 3He/4He ratios. Helium
isotope variations will enable us to determine whether samples
with higher (more primitive) helium isotope ratios correspond
to lower hydrogen isotope ratios.
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